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Abstract—As the representative architecture of the next
generation network, Content Centric Networking (CCN)
adopts a content-oriented security design by using the signa-
ture and verification mechanism, thus binding security to
content itself. However, because of the huge computation
overhead this basic design may cause, it cannot be exploited
effectively. As a result, the content pollution has been a
serious security threat in CCN. Aiming at this problem,
this paper evaluates the validity of received data traffic
and defines it as the credibility of router, then proposes a
probability verification strategy based on router’s credibility
(named as PVSRC in short). The verification probability of
PVSRC is co-determined by the credibility and the maxi-
mum verification capacity of router. To assess the strategy
performance, the theoretical approximation expressions are
derived for valid content hit probability,verification overhead
and packet drop rate of user. The numerical results show that
PVSRC can guarantee high percentage of valid contents in
network while reducing the workload of router. Compared
with the strategy of verification on hit, it provides better
robust protection against content pollution attack.

Index Terms—Content centric networking, Verification
strategy, Credibility of router, Probability verification, Con-
tent pollution.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN the big data age, contents and content services have
gradually become the body of network applications.

The traditional host-to-host IP architecture cannot meet
current users’ requirements due to its inherent flaws,
such as traffic redundancy, bandwidth competition, poor
mobility and etc. To solve these problems, several future
network architectures like DONA [1] and PSIRP [2] and
the most competitive Content Centric Networking (CCN)
[3] are proposed. Caching technology is the key feature
of CCN, each CCN router owns a large-capacity Content
Store (CS) to cache data packets passed by. Combining
with naming routing, users can obtain data from nearby
routers without visiting source server. This novel architec-
ture provides powerful content delivery service, effectively
reduces data fetching time, alleviates traffic congestion and
avoids the negative impact of poor link connection.
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In the aspect of security, CCN also proposes a brand-
new design. Instead of link protection, the security system
of CCN is built based on the signature and verification
mechanism. In CCN, a data packet contains not only
content but also some necessary information required for
content verification, including producer ID, public key or
the public key locater [4]. Using these information, the
validity of data packet can be checked. Theoretically, this
mechanism can provide an effective way to avoid content
pollution attack. However, as mentioned in the paper [5],
current verification mechanism of CCN cannot normally
operate in practice, it faces two challenges. The first one is
signature verification overhead, which is also mentioned
in the paper [6]. Whatever encrypt algorithm the router
employs, it will confront huge calculation pressure if data
traffic is considerable. Gasti and Paolo [5] points out that
despite using optimized RSA algorithm, the verification
limitation for a router with Intel Core 2 Duo 2.53GHz
CPU is about 150Mbps when the size of signed packet is
1.5KB. The second challenge is trust management. Though
each data packet contains a filed indicating public key or
public key locator, CCN needs an extra trust management
to check whether a specific key deserves trust. In the
original design of CCN, applications can adopt arbitrary
trust models for their contents. It also creates a tension
between flexibility and security for content verification.

Due to the failure of current verification mechanism,
content pollution has become a serious security threat
in CCN [7], [8], [9], [10]. By hijacking source server,
attackers can inject invalid contents into network and
then disseminate them to users. When users receive the
invalid contents, they only discard them and request again.
Because frequent re-requests will lead to traffic congestion
and seriously degrade the network performance, how to
defense content pollution attack has been an urgent re-
search topic in CCN.

Focusing on this problem, in this paper, we analyze
the causes of content pollution, define the credibility of
router by evaluating the validity of received data traffic,
and then propose a probability verification strategy based
on routers credibility (named as PVSRC in short). The
theoretical and numerical analysis results show that our
strategy can effectively defense content pollution while
reducing unnecessary workload.

Compared with previous works, the contributions of this
paper lie in three aspects. First, we introduce the concept
of router credibility to evaluate whether the router is
trustworthy. This indicator is calculated based on the cred-
ibility of upstream content sources, including upstream
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routers or source servers. Second, we propose a proba-
bilistic verification in which the verification probability is
dynamically adjusted according to routers credibility and
its actual handling capacity. This design fully considers
the relationship between verification performer and its net-
work environment. If the network is relative reliable, our
strategy can significantly reduce the workload of router.
Third, we derive the theoretical approximation expressions
of valid content hit probability, verification overhead and
packet drop rate of user. The theoretical analysis method
we adopt can offer valuable reference for CCN researchers.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces content pollution attack and related
research works. Section 3 gives our strategy in detail. Sec-
tion 4 focuses on the theoretical analysis about PVSRC.
In section 5, performance of PVSRC is proved through
numerical calculation. Section 6 summarizes this paper
and makes future research consideration.

II. CONTENT POLLUTION AND ITS RELATED WORKS

A. Content pollution
Content pollution attack is a kind of malicious attack

aiming at ubiquitous caching mechanism of CCN. As
shown in Figure 1, let’s assume there are N devices in
network, including N -n source servers and n routers.
Server vn+1 is hijacked by attacker and injected into some
invalid contents, e.g. an invalid content named Content-A-
Fake is the imitation of valid content Content-A. Now user
U1, as the first requester, sends interest packet for Content-
A. This interest packet will be forwarded to source server
vn+1, and be responded with the invalid data packet
Content-A-Fake. If no effect verification mechanism per-
formed in network, the invalid content will be cached
into each router along the reverse path, then routers from
vi−1 ... v2 to v1 will be all polluted. Next, when the
subsequent requester U2 requests Content-A again, he/she
only retrieves the invalid data packet Content-A-Fake from
the polluted router vi−1. As a result, attacker separates
users from valid content successfully. Whats worse, if the
popular contents are polluted, the invalid data packets will
be spread throughout the network and fatally damage the
running of CCN.

From this example, we can find that the hijacked source
server is the core cause of content pollution in CCN.
As is illustrated in Fig.1, if all contents stored in source
servers are valid, content pollution will not occur. On the
other side, if no server is compromised except vn+1, only
the downstream routers of vn+1, such as v1 to vi, are
suffered pollution. Hence, we can draw a conclusion that
under Pull-based communication mode of CCN, whether
a router will suffer content pollution totally depends on its
upstream servers or routers are safe or not. That is to say,
in an unreliable network, the pollution level of a router
rests on: (i) polluted percentage of its upstream routers or
source servers; (ii) the traffic between the upstream content
sources and itself. The more heavier traffic is, the more
serious pollution it will suffer.

B. Related works
Because the verification mechanism is the key way to

solve content pollution in CCN, researchers have carried
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Fig. 1. Illustration of content pollution attack

out some meaningful explorations in this field recently.
Bianchi et al. [11] suggested a scheme called check before
storing. In this scheme, content is verified and cached with
a certain probability p. Although probability verification
is advisable, the fixed probability is not good design. If
network is relative safe, high verification probability is
completely unnecessary, only results in more computation
overhead. But if network environment is poor, low verifi-
cation probability cannot defend content pollution attack
effectively.

Another important strategy is Verification on Hit (VOH)
[12]. This strategy deploys SLRU replacement policy
which divides CS into two parts, one is the protected area
and another is the unprotected area. For new data packet
received, it will be stored in the unprotected area first.
When a hit event occurs, the target data packet will be
verified. If credible, it will be moved to the protected area.
Otherwise, it will be discarded. This design can reduce
router’s verification overhead dramatically, but its capacity
of against polluted content is weak.

DiBenedetto et al. [13] point out that the underlying
cause of poor data credibility is unreliable content pro-
ducers. Based on this analysis, they propose a forwarding
strategy that tries to forward interest packets to reliable
producers as much as possible. This is a novel solution for
CCN content pollution problem, but there are still some
problems. In some terrible scenarios where most source
servers are hijacked, CCN is unable to avoid attack if only
depending on the improvement of forwarding strategy.
So the improvement of verification mechanism is more
important to defend against content pollution attack in
CCN.

III. DESCRIPTION OF PVSRC

The aforementioned works show the verification work-
load and proportion of invalid contents is a pair of contra-
diction for CCN router. To reduce workload blindly only
leads to high content pollution risk. But more check works
to filter invalid contents means considerable computing
cost. Supposing that if routers can make a fair evaluation
about the authenticity of data traffic received, the repeated
verification will be cut down by a big margin. Due to
the polluted producer is the fundamental cause of content
pollution, the security state of each router is totally de-
pended on its upstream source servers. In view of this, it
is reasonable to assess the credibility of router based on
its upstream routers’ credibility and the traffic size from
them.
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Definition 1 (Credibility of CCN router): This value
indicates the percentage of valid contents in the data traffic
received by router. It is co-determined by the pollution sta-
tus of upstream routers and the traffic from each upstream
router. When network state is steady, it equals roughly to
the percentage of valid contents stored in CS.

Based on the credibility evaluation, router can imple-
ment the probability verification strategy (PVSRC) and
then reduce the redundant verification workload. Because
credibility evaluation is the foundation of PVSRC, we
should establish an evaluation mechanism at first.

A. Packet design for credibility evaluation

To obtain the statistics for credibility evaluation, now we
modify the format of data packet, add two different interest
packets to trace information of invalid content, and then
set a management server(MS) to collect all invalid data
reports from routers and users.

1) Data packet modification: A new field indicating
producers’ ID is added in original data packet. New format
is “/Name/Meta-Info/Content/Signature/Source-ID”. The
ID field helps users and routers know the source of invalid
content.

2) Credibility notification interest packet: This kind
of interest is used for upstream routers to report their
credibility to downstream routers. The format is “/Credit-
Report/Upstream-ID/Credit”. The meanings of each field
are as follow, “Upstream-ID” is used to describe the
identity of router which generates this interest packet,
“Credit-Report” denotes that it is only used to notify
credibility, “Credit” field is the credibility information of
the reporter router.

3) Invalid content report: [13] This kind of interest is
sent from router or user to inform management server
when they detect invalid content through verification.
Its format is “/Fake-Content-Report/Data-Name/Source-
ID/Self-ID/Nonce/PK”, where “Fake-Content-Report” in-
dicates that this interest packet is used to report invalid
content, “Data-Name” is the name of invalid content de-
tected, “Source-ID” denotes which source server produces
the invalid content, “Self-ID” is a unique identity of router
in network. To avoid repeated reports for same content
from different routers, a “Nonce” field filled by random
number is included. The final field ‘PK’ is the public key
to verify the signed report interest.

B. Deployment of PVSRC

The deployment of PVSRC includes two successive
phases, initialization and running. In former phase, the
credibility of source servers will be evaluated. In later
phase, every router evaluates its own credibility respec-
tively, and then sets verification probability according its
credibility. The detail of PVSRC as follows.
• Initialization phase

In initialization phase, each user and router must
verify data packet as much as possible. If verification
is fail, the router will generate “Invalid content
report packet” and forward it to management server.
When receiving this report, the management server
checks the legality of this packet by matching public

key in its PK database. If check passes, management
server collects it for statistics. After collecting enough
“Invalid content reports”, management server peri-
odically evaluates the credibility of each source server
using the following formula.

Crediti = 1− reportsi
all reports

, n+ 1 ≤ i ≤ N (1)

Where Crediti is the credibility of source server i
(0 ≤ Crediti ≤ 1), reportsi denotes the amount of
invalid content reports pointing to source server i,
all reports means the total amount of invalid content
reports received in statistics period. Obviously, for
source server i, low credibility means it has fell
into serious pollution and credibility approaching one
means it is in clean state. Although router is forced to
check the data packet passed by as much as possible,
a considerable proportion of data packets still have no
chance for verification due to limitation computation
capacity of router. In this phase, the data packets
without verification will be directly cached into CS.

Algorithm 1 Initialization of PVSRC
Input: Input Network Device

1: switch (Network Device)
2: case 0：：：User or Router
3: The user or router verifies the signature of re-

ceived data packet
4: if (Signature verification fails) then
5: Generates an invalid content report packet and

forwards it to the MS
6: else
7: Router:Accept it and cache into CS
8: User: Accept it
9: end if

10: case 1：：：Management server(MS)
11: while (MS collects report packets)
12: for (i = n+ 1→ N ) do
13: if (the public key of report packets exist in

the PK database) then
14: reporti ← reporti + 1
15: end if
16: end for
17: all reports← all reports + 1
18: for (i = n+ 1→ N ) do
19: Crediti ← 1− reporti

all reports
20: end for
21: end switch

• Running phase
1) Credibility self-evaluation
After initialization, the management server begins to
send “Credibility notification interest packet” to
the routers within one hop scope of source servers.
When router receives credibility notification reports,
it can calculate its own credibility according to ex-
pression (2) and then produces a new “Credibil-
ity notification interest packet” to its downstream
routers. After a period of time, all routers in network
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will estimate their own credibility.

Crediti =
N∑

j=1,j 6=i

fi,jCreditj , 1 ≤ i ≤ n (2)

In above expression, fi,j is the forwarding coeffi-
cient of vi. It denotes the proportion of unsatisfied
interest packets forwarded from vi to vj . Crediti is
the credibility of router vi, Creditj represents the
credibility of upstream content source vj (router or
source server) which vi directly connects to. Under
the “Pull-based” mode, forwarding traffic of interest
packets should be equal to the received traffic of
data packets. So, for vi, fi,j can also represent the
influence from upstream router vj .
2) Probability Verification
After the credibility estimation stage, router can per-
form probability verification strategy according to its
credibility. In our design, the verification probability
of a router should be determined by its credibility
and its limitation verification capacity. Assuming
Pverify(i) denotes verification probability of router vi,
it is given by

Pverify = min{Limit

ri
, 1− Crediti}, 1 ≤ i ≤ n (3)

Where ri means the received data traffic of vi, Limit
denotes the limitation verification capacity of vi (it
equals to the maximum number of data packets
that can handle with per second). Considering that
the credibility of router reflects the security self-
assessment for area it is located at, if the network
is relative safe, router can provide authentic content
delivery service just only checking few contents. But
if the network is unreliable, router must try its best
for verification. This idea is reflected in expression
(3), if data traffic received beyond router’s capacity,
it has no choice but to perform maximum verification;
otherwise, it can perform verification with probability
“1− Crediti”.
After verification, router will send “Invalid content
report packet” to management server if detecting
invalid data packet. For these data packets escaping
from verification by probability 1 − Pverify(i), they
will be cached into CS as well as those passing
verification.

IV. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

In this section, we focus on the theoretical analysis
for PVSRC from two aspects, computation overhead and
verification efficiency. We adopt verification workload and
valid content hit ratio as two main indicators and then
derive their theoretical approximation expressions. The
subsequent research works are based on the following
assumptions.
• We model the network topology as a weighted dia-

graph D = (V, F ) [14]. Here, V = {vi|1 ≤ i ≤ N}
denotes the set of vertices of diagraph, each vertex
representing a device. In previous section, we have
assumed there are N devices in network including
N − n source servers and n routers, so we further

Algorithm 2 Running of PVSRC
Input: Input Network Device

1: switch (Network Device)
2: case 0：：： Router
3: The router estimates its own credibility Crediti

4: Crediti ←
N∑

j=1,j 6=i
fi,jCreditj , 1 ≤ i ≤ n

5: The router sends Crediti o its downstream
routers using “Credibility notification interest packet”

6: if (ri > Limit) then
7: The router calculates the verification probabil-

ity Pverify(i)
8: Pverify ← min{Limit

ri
, 1− Crediti}, 1 ≤ i ≤ n

9: The router performs probability verification
according to Pverify(i)

10: else
11: The router tries to verify all received data

packets as much as possible
12: end if
13: case 1：：：Management server (MS)
14: MS sends the credibility of source servers to the

routers that connected directly with source servers
15: {MS repeats the steps 11-21 in Algorithm 1}
16: end switch

define the subset {vi |1 ≤ i ≤ n} as routers and
{vi |N − n+ 1 ≤ i ≤ N } as source servers.

• F = {fi,j |1 ≤ i ≤ N, 1 ≤ j ≤ N, i 6= j}, the set of
edges of diagraph, it represents the upstream forward-
ing relationship between two arbitrary devices (router
or source sever). In this set, fi,j is the forwarded
proportion of unsatisfied interest packets from vi to
its upstream source vj , 0 ≤ fi,j ≤ 1 (if vi and vj are
not connected to each other, fi,j = 0 )

• Source servers can provide M different content items
which are equally categorized into K classes, with
m = M × K−1 content items in each class. We
assume that every content item corresponds to just
one data packet.

• Content items of class k are requested with prob-
ability qki at vj , k ≥ 1. According to the paper
[15], we assume the popularity of arrival requests
at the first level follows Zipf distribution with qki =
c × k−α, c > 0, where parameter α represents the
content popularity. Larger α means the requests will
be more concentrated in the first several classes.

• For vi, we define Pv−hit(i) as valid content hit
probability, rv−cs(i) as valid content proportion in
CS, VLoad(i) as verification workload (data packet/s),
Phit(i) as average hit probability and Phit(i, k) as
average hit probability of class k.

• We assume that vi generates the interest packets
according to the Poisson process of intensity λi,
then we further define λki as arrival rate of re-
quests for class k at vi. Considering that the unsatis-
fied interest packets will be forwarded upstream, so

λkj =
N∑

i=1,i6=j
λki (1− Phit(i, k)),1 ≤ j ≤ N .

• The cache size and limitation verification capacity
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of every router are same and we assume cache
size is equal to C content items and the maximum
verification capacity is Limit (data packet/s).

A. Valid content hit probability

Definition 2 (Valid content hit probability): For
received requests, the probability of hitting on the valid
contents stored in CS is valid content hit probability. It is
used to assess the reliability of verification strategy. The
higher it is, the better protection against content pollution
attack the strategy can offer. Let Pv−hit(i) denotes this
indicator at vi, it can be expressed as

Pv−hit(i)=rv−cs(i)× Phit(i) (4)

Where rv−cs(i) is valid content proportion in CS of vi
and Phit(i) is the average hit probability at vi. Because
Pv−hit(i) depends on both Phit(i) and rv−cs(i), next, we
will give detailed analysis for these two factors respec-
tively.

1) Analysis of average hit probability
From the working mechanism of PVSRC, this strategy

can be regarded as a probabilistic in-network caching
policy [16], [17]. When a router receives a data packet,
the packet will be probabilistically cached into CS under
two situations: (i) the packet isn’t chosen for verification
with probability 1 − Pverify(i); (ii) the packet is chosen
for verification and it is authentic. Let βi denotes the
probability for a packet to be stored into CS, it can be
expressed as follow.

βi =(1− Pverify(i))

+ Pverify(i)×
N∑

j=1,i6=j

(fi,j × rv−cs(i))
(5)

Here,
N∑

j=1,i6=j
(fi,j × rv−cs(i)) represents the average per-

centage of valid content in received data traffic of vi.
According to the references [18], [19], for hit probability
analysis, we usually analyze the hit events of two succes-
sive requests. In this sense, a hit event of PVSRC will
happen in following cases.
• Target content already exists in CS and there is

a hit for the first request. If the interval between
two successive requests is smaller than the average
caching time (it is also called as characteristic time of
cache), a hit event will occur again when the second
request arrives.

• Unfortunately, the target content doesn’t exist in CS
and a miss event happens for the first request. Then
the router fetches target content from network and
caches it into CS with probabilityβi. If we ignore
the transmission delay, a hit event will occur for
the second request on the same condition that the
interval between two successive requests is smaller
than characteristic time.

When network works in steady state, we can regard
the stationary hit probability for two successive requests
as same, now we use Phit(i, k) to denote the average hit
ratio of class k at vi. If τki indicates the interval between
two successive requests for content item in class k at vi

and ti denotes the characteristic time of vi, then Phit(i, k)
can be derived by

Phit(i, k) =Phit(i, k)× P{τki ≤ ti}
+ (1− Phit(i, k))× βi × P{τki ≤ ti}

(6)

Assuming that requests for class k at vi obey Poisson
distribution with parameter λki and the arrival rate for each
content item in class k is λki /m (m is the total number of
files in each class), then Phit(i, k) can be simplified as

Phit(i, k) =
βi × (1− e−λk

i×ti/m)

1 + (βi − 1)× (1− e−λk
i×ti/m)

(7)

The average hit ratio Phit(i) for all classes at vi should
be

Phit(i) =
K∑
k=1

qki Phit(i, k), 1 ≤ i ≤ n (8)

In above analysis of Phit(i), the characteristic time ti is a
key parameter, so we should discuss it in detail.

Definition 3 (Characteristic time) [20]: Characteristic
time ti is the average caching time of vi for arbitrary
data packet. Take the typical replacement policy - LRU
as example, ti is the average time for a data packet to
move from the head of cache queue to the tail. According
to the references [18], [21], in PVSRC, ti can be obtained
by

C =m
K∑
k=1

Phit(i, k)× P{τki ≤ ti}

+m
K∑
k=1

(1− Phit(i, k))× βi × P{τki ≤ ti}

(9)

Where K is the total number of classes and C is the
size of CS. Equation(9) indicates that if the amount of
inserted content items to cache head during ti is equal to
the size of CS, a content item originally stored in cache
head will be removed to the tail of cache. So, ti is the
average caching time for data packet residing in CS. In
equation (9), Phit(i, k)×P{τki ≤ ti} represents the insert
probability for cache head when a hit event occurs, and
(1− Phit(i, k)) × βi × P{τki ≤ ti} represents the insert
probability for cache head when a miss event occurs.

2) Analysis of valid content percentage
Definition 4 (Valid content percentage):Valid content

percentage is the ratio of the amount of cached valid data
packets to the total amount of cached data packets within
the unit time.

To clarify this definition, we should distinguish the fol-
lowing concepts, received data traffic, cached data traffic,
and received valid data traffic.
• According to aforementioned analysis, the cached

probability for data packet (βi)means some invalid
contents are discarded. Therefore, if let ri denotes
received data traffic, the amount of cached data traffic
is ri · βi.

• Under ‘Pull-based’ communication mode, received
data traffic depends on the unsatisfied interest pack-
ets. If we ignore the transmission loss in ‘Pull-and-
push’ process, the percentage of received data traffic
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from vj to vi in the total received data traffic of
vi should be same as the proportion of unsatisfied
interest packets forwarded from vi to vj . That means
this proportion can be approximately regarded as fi,j .
So, the amount of received valid data traffic from
vj should be ri · fi,j · Phit(j), where Phit(j) is the
percentage of valid content of vj .

• If vi has several upstream content sources, re-
ceived valid data traffic of vi can be expressed as

N∑
j=1,j 6=i

fi,j · ri · Phit(j).

Based on above analysis, it is obvious that valid content
percentage of vi is given by

rv−cs(i) =

N∑
j=1,j 6=i

fi,j · ri · rv−cs(i)

riβi
,1 ≤ i ≤ n

(10)

Simplified as

rv−cs(i) =

N∑
j=1,j 6=i

fi,j · rv−cs(i)

βi
,1 ≤ i ≤ n

(11)

From expression (11) we can see clearly that valid content
percentage of vi depends on verification probability and
all content sources connecting. The reasonable selection of
verification probability can guarantee a relative high valid
content percentage in CS.

B. Verification workload

Definition 5 (Verification workload): It is the amount
of verified data packets within the unit time. For vi, we
use VLoad(i) to express verification workload. Verification
workload represents the overhead of verification strategies.
If a router suffers a huge verification workload, its com-
putation resource will be exhausted soon, then network
become unsafe due to the router cannot work normally. For
PVSRC, the verification workload of vi is determined by
verification probability Pverify(i) and received data traffic
ri directly. So VLoad(i) can be expressed as

VLoad(i) = ri × Pverify(i),1 ≤ i ≤ n (12)

C. Packet Drop Rate of User

Considering that the data packet will be compulsorily
verified when it is received by user, the invalid data packet
will be discarded in user side, we can use the “packet drop
rate of user” to further describe the reliability of network.

Definition 6 (Packet Drop Rate of User): The miss
probability of interest packets sent by user during the
observation time.

Now we assume the request hit probability of user is
Pu−hit, packet drop rate of user is Pu−drop, then Pu−drop
can be expressed as

Pu−drop = 1− Pu−hit (13)

For user, Pu−hit essentially points to the hit probability
of valid data packet received. It is equal to the sum

probability of valid content hit in network and source
server, as shown in expression (14).

Pu−hit =

(
1−

n∑
i=1

Phit(i)

)
×

N∑
i=n+1

rv−hit(i)

N − n

+
n∑
i=1

Phit(i)

(14)

According to expression (4),
n∑
i=1

Pv−hit(i) indicates the

valid content hit probability in network. According to
expression (8), the valid content hit probability in source
server is the product of “hit probability in source server”
and “average valid content percentage of source server”.

The former can be calculated as 1−
n∑
i=1

Phit(i), the latter

can be expressed as

N∑
i=n+1

rv−cs(i)

N−n , where rv−cs(i) is the
valid content percentage of source server vn+1−vN .

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we use numerical analysis to evaluate the
performance of PVSRC from three aspects, valid content
hit probability Pv−hit(i), verification workload VLoad(i),
and the packet miss rate of user Pu−drop. The numerical
analysis tool is Matlab and the results are calculated
according to the expressions (4), (12) and (14). In order to
illustrate the advantages and shortcomings of our strategy,
we select VOH [12] verification strategy as comparison.
Network topology of this analysis is a tandem architecture
with two layer, as shown in Fig.2. Where v1, v2 and v3
are three CCN routers, v4 and v5 are two polluted source
servers and U stands for a user. In addition, as mentioned
earlier, there is also a management server in network.

The parameters for numerical analysis are set as follows
[19], [22]. CCN provides a population of M items by
source servers, categorized in K = 50 classes, each one
with m = 100 items. The ratio of CS size to the total
content population is C/M = 0.05. For the first level,
the popularity of arrival requests at v1 follows the Zipf
distribution [23] with α = 1.2. This is a typical value
of VOD (Video on Demand) service [24]. According to
reference [5], the limitation verification capacity is set as
1.25× 104 data packet/s.

Further, the upstream forwarding coefficients in Fig.2
are configured as f1,2 = f1,3 = 0.5, f2,4 = 0.7, f2,5 =
0.3, f3,4 = 0.6, f3,5 = 0.4. Obviously, valid content hit
probability of arbitrary router is directly impacted by valid
content percentage of source servers, while verification
workload is directly impacted by received request traffic at
edge routers. Based on this consideration, in our numerical
experiments, we fix the valid content percentage of v4,
set rv−hit(4)=0.8, and then (i) change invalid content
percentage 1 − rv−hit(5) of v5; (ii) change the request
traffic λ1 at v1. These experiments will disclose the relia-
bility and effectiveness of VOH and PVSRC when network
suffers different security threat and different access traffic.
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Fig. 2. Two-layer tandem topology

A. Impact of invalid content percentage of source server

Now we fix the arrival rate of received interest traffic
at v1 as interest packet/s, then increase the invalid content
percentage of v5 from 0.1 to 0.9. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show
the impact of content pollution status of v5 under VOH
and PVSRC respectively.

As shown in Fig 3, for PVRSC, its valid content hit
probability is obviously superior than VOH which will
lead to a higher proportion of invalid content in CS.
The reason is that parts of invalid contents are filtered
before being stored into CS by probability verification.
Another important point can be observed, for PVSRC, the
deterioration speed of edge router v1 is slower than its
upstream routers v2 and v3 when v5 provides more invalid
contents. Because v2 and v3 are close to v5, they are
sensitive with the polluted status of v5. For v1, benefitted
from more invalid data packets filtered by its upstream
routers, the valid content percentage of its CS varies
relative smoothly. Therefore, upstream routers can play a
buffering role against degradation of source server under
PVSRC.

Fig. 4 reports the relationship between verification
workload and polluted level of v5. Due to v1 has already
reached its maximum verification capacity when its access
request traffic is greater than 1.25× 104 interest packet/s,
for both two strategies, the verification workload of v1
never changes under different invalid content percentage
of v5. But for v2 and v3, although they don’t face the
embarrassment of verification overload, their verification
workloads also keep unchanged under VOH. Because the
verification event of VOH strategy only occurs after hit
event, it is entirely different from the valid content hit
event, so the verification workload under VOH doesn’t
change with the variation of received invalid contents.
Under PVSRC, with the increasing of invalid contents
provided by v5, verification workload of v2 and v3 will
increase accordingly. When the network is relative safe
(just as 1 − rv−hit(5) ranging from 0.1 to 0.5), v2 and
v3 will adopt a relative low verification probability. So,
their verification workload is lower than under VOH. Fur-
thermore, when network suffers from aggressive pollution,
PVSRC downgrades the credibility of v2 and v3. As a
result, the verification probability is dynamically lifted and
therefore the verification workload of v2 and v3 are heavier
than under VOH.

Note that, the verification workload under PVSRC will
be a bit heavier than under VOH when source server
swamp in serious content pollution (e.g. 1 − rv−hit(5)
is greater than 0.5). But just in these cases, verification
workload under PVSRC only reaches the 1/3 of limitation
verification capacity. Considering that PVSRC owns better
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valid content hit probability, it can provide more excellent
performance against content pollution attack.

B. Access request traffic of v1
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show the impact of access request

traffic for valid content hit probability and verification
workload. In this part, rv−hit(5) is fixed at 0.5 and request
traffic arriving at v1 increases from 3 × 104 to 5 × 104

interest packet/s. Other parameters are same as above
setting.

From Fig. 5, we can find valid content hit probability
under PVSRC is always higher than that under VOH when
request traffic varies. For v2 and v3 with PVSRC, with the
increasing of request traffic, their verification probabilities
don’t change but more invalid contents are detected and
discarded. As a result, the cache update time (characteristic
time) will be slowed down comparing with the original
characteristic time. So, the hit probability of v2 and v3
will relatively increase, then lead to the improvement of
valid content hit probability. But for v1, the detected and
discarded invalid contents only change a little because the
buffering effect of v2 and v3, so the characteristic time
and valid content hit probability of v1 are almost same.
By the way, under VOH, the valid content percentage and
hit probability of router doesn’t change with request traffic
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variation, so the valid content hit probability is fixed.
Fig. 6 shows the strategy workload when network

traffic is heavy. For v2 and v3 under PVSRC, the setting
of rv−hit(4)=0.8, rv−hit(5)=0.5 indicate the network is
not safe, they must adopt high verification probability.
No doubt, their verification workload will increase when
request traffic rises. Under VOH, note that the verification
workload is totally determined by the request traffic.
For parts of requests have already satisfied at v2, the
request traffic arrived at v2 and v3 grow slowly, so their
verification workload also have a slight growth. Although
verification workload of all three routers under PVSRC
are heavier than under VOH, PVSRC can provide more
effective defense for content pollution attack. Its reliability
and feasibility are far superior than VOH.

C. Packet drop Rate of User

Fig. 7 discloses the influence of average pollution level
of source server under the conditions of 2 × 104 and
5× 104. From this figure, when average pollution level of
source server is less than 0.5, the packet drop rates of both
two strategies are all in low level. This phenomenon shows
that user can work normally if network exists in a relative
light polluted status. But if the pollutions of source servers
worsen, the packet drop rate under both two strategies
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increase obviously. Totally, the performance of PVSRC is
superior than VOH, although the superiority is only a little
when network falls into deep pollution. For the serious
pollution situation, only depending on the improvement of
verification mechanism, the content pollution attack cannot
be defended. To locate and insulate the pollution source
is the fundamental solution.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper makes helpful exploration about content
verification design in unsecure CCN and proposes a proba-
bility verification strategy named PVSRC. PVSRC designs
a pertinent assessment about the credibility of router and
sets a proper probability to perform verification based on
it. As the numerical results show, this kind of novel design
can reduce the workload of routers and improve feasibility
of verification strategy significantly. Compared with VOH,
PVSRC may cause a little heavier workload under terrible
network security environment, but can ensure rather high
valid content hit probability, and there is no doubt that
offers stronger protection against content pollution attack.

However, we think that there is still much space for
improvement in PVSRC. Researches in the future will
focus on the following aspects.
• Verification overload at the edge routers. The huge

traffic edge routers have to deal with be a potential
invitation for more content pollution if no optimiza-
tion is made.

• Trust management. In PVSRC, upstream routers are
ruled to broadcast their creditability to downstream
router. Such information exchange needs extra trust
management otherwise attackers will exploit this
weakness and launch invalid creditability attacks.
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